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Jon Clarke gets a taste of classic 
‘happy Jaen’ on a journey around the 
region of Castles and Caliphs
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I HAD just come around the final bend of 
a glorious morning run when suddenly 
alongside me I found Jose, a 77-year-
old farmhand. Neither his age, nor his 

bright blue overalls or hobnailed boots, 
preventing him from keeping up with me 
for the final 400 metres of my outing from 
the tiny hamlet of Reguelo. 
Hardly out of breath, he then preceded to 
explain how he had kept active for all of 
his life and lived – by his reckoning – in 
the healthiest place in the world.
“You should buy a house here,” he exhort-
ed, as I gulped on a bottle of local spring 
water. And he was soon regaling me on the 
many secrets of the Sierra Sur de Jaen.
To be fair, the best secret of this stunning 
basket-shaped region that sits at the foot 

of Jaen province, bordering Cordoba and 
Granada, is all too apparent: There is, 
quite simply, nowhere in Andalucia with 
such stunning scenery... and best of all, 
almost nobody knows about it. 
Views mostly go on for miles and there is 
little urban blight to spoil the picture. 
Look in almost any direction and a blanket 
of olive trees will roll gently towards a ho-
rizon of mountains, invariably interspersed 
with clouds of cherry and almond blossom 
in early Spring.
And to cap it all, the main towns of Alcala 
la Real, Alcaudete, Valdepenas, Martos 
and Castillo de Locubin are full of fasci-
nating history and, mostly, topped with 

GREAT
OUTDOORS:
Cycling near 
Alcaudete
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I still love the 
place and the 

wonderful 
people who 

live here 

The route of the Caliphs

castles.
“Despite this, the place is 
largely forgotten by guide-
books,” explains Michael Ja-
cobs, who based his award-
winning book Factory of 
Light on the area.
Part of the so-called ‘Route 
of the Caliphs’, the Sierra 
Sur was once the well forti-
fied northern frontier of the 
Kingdom of Granada, which 
held out against the Chris-
tian Crusaders for a couple 
of centuries.
Strategically located be-
tween Granada and Cordoba 
– from where the key Moor-
ish kings (known as Caliphs) 
ruled - it became an impor-
tant area.
A chain of towers and castles 
are scattered throughout the 
rolling hills and, according to 
legend, the border was fre-
quently shifting.
Few places were more for-
tified than Alcala, which 
became synonymous with 
fierce battles between the 
two adversaries. 
This was reflected in its 
Arabic name of ‘Qalat’ (meaning 
a fortified settlement) and it man-
aged to hold off the Christians until 
1341.
The town is still entirely dominated 
by the castle, known as the Mota, 
which sits at 1000 metres above 
sea level. It is a fascinating place 
to poke around with its fabulous 
views across the town and, in par-
ticular its gateway Puerta de la 
Imagen, which is similar to one in 
the Alhambra.
It also preserves a few parts of its 
former mosque, which has now be-
come the Iglesia de Santo Domingo 
and there is an archaeological mu-

From Page 1

seum if you still have time.
It was from here, coincidentally, that 
the Catholic Monarchs – Ferdinand 
and Isabella – rode 
out in order to receive 
the keys upon the sur-
render of Granada in 
1492. 
The town had soon 
become famous for its 
nobility, and by 1502 
around a quarter of its 
600 or so inhabitants 
had been awarded 
titles for their bravery 
in fighting the Moors.
Take a wander around its narrow at-
mospheric streets, admiring some 

of the old churches and squares.
At the bottom you will find a lovely 
open square Paseo de los Alamos, 

where in the eve-
nings or on sunny 
lunchtimes there 
are plenty of nice 
tapas bars to take 
a drink.
By halfway through 
the morning the 
local fountain is 
ringed by a phal-
lanx of pensioners 
that tipify the con-

cept of ‘happy Jaen’, as they chat 
away watching the world go by.
But mostly people visit the area 

around Alcala for the coun-
tryside. It is easy to see 
why, taking a circular drive 
towards Frailes, via Ribera 
Alta, on a meandering back 
road.
It is here that British actor 
Ayub Khan Din has settled 
with his family after mak-
ing his name in films My 
Beautiful Launderette and 
Sammy and Rosie Get Laid.
It is also the home of writer 
Jacobs, who has written nu-
merous books on Spain and 
recently completed a huge 
tome on the Andes (in part 
with his close friend Chris 
Stewart, of Driving Over 
Lemons fame).
“It is such a magical place,” 
Jacobs explains over a beer 
in his local bar La Cueva, 
flanked by a trio of key 
characters from his book. “I 
still love the place and the 
wonderful people who live 

here, ”
He is very much the local celeb-
rity in a town known mostly for its 
olives. His book Factory of Light 
centres around the reopening of 
the town’s local cinema, but 
raves about the region and, 
in particular, his village of 
Frailes.
Labelling it as a ‘paradise’, 
he described the vastness 
of the panorama as being 
‘only matched by a profound 
sense of peacefulness’.
With these words I headed 
on a winding country road up 
towards the charming town 
of Valdepenas de Jaen.
One of Andalucia’s most 
scenic drives, a small de-
tour takes you to the hamlet 
of Hoya de Charilla, and its 
charming hotel Quinta de 
Charilla.
Finally, after 40 minutes, you 
come to the mountain town 
of Valdepenas, that sits at 
over 900 metres in height, 
but is still entirely ringed by 
soaring peaks.
One of the region’s friendli-
est towns, here you will find 
one of Spain’s only still-func-
tioning flour mills, a must-
visit, if you can find it.
Take a stop for lunch, per-
haps at Complejo Ortega, 
and make sure to visit the 
nearby waterfall, known as 
Las Chorreras.
Over three days I meandered 
around the region, merely 
scratching the surface of the 
fascinating towns of Martos, 
Alcaudete and Castillo de 

Locubin, a laid back place, 
known for its cherry festival.
Each with their own fascinat-
ing histories, Alcaudete, in 
particular, is a stand-alone 
market town like Alcala.
Topped with a castle and 
full of interesting nooks 
and crannies, it also has a 
clever, reformist mayor, who 
has gone out of his way to 
welcome immigrants from 
around the world.
This is immediately apparent 
on arriving in the pretty main 
square where a big group of 
gypsies sit holding a meeting, 
while Africans and Chinese 
mill around nearby.
There is no sense of danger, 
and everyone smiled when I 
began taking pictures.
This apparent harmony is 
reflected in the town hall’s 
official calender from 2009, 
in which there are dozens 
of photographs of all the im-
migrants – including English 
and other northern Europe-
ans – who have made their 
home in the town.
This attitude sums up the 
region as a whole, an area 
too long thought of as a tran-

sition province, with the Moors for 
example calling it ‘Jeen’ or the ‘car-
avan route’.
Make sure to come for a visit to 
‘Happy Jaen’, and like thousands of 
others over recent years, you might 
just end up staying.

RESTING UP: On Alcala’s Paseo de los Alamos

PALACE: Alcala’s
grand tourist office 

sits in palatial 
splendour

FORTIFIED: Alcaudete
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Journey back in time
Michael Jacobs extolls the sing 
songing civic-minded locals of 
Valdepenas de Jaen, a town which has 
preserved its traditions

OVER 12 years ago 
I fell in love with a 
then little known 
corner of Anda-

lucía called the Sierra Sur de 
Jaén. 
I made my home a village 
called Frailes, but I could 
easily have ended up in 
Valdepeñas de Jaén, a small 
but lively town at the heart of 
this exceptionally beautiful 
and still little spoilt region. 
The town’s appeal from afar 
is its spectacular setting, 
with its bowl of orchards and 
oak-covered mountains dom-
inated by the gaunt peak of 
La Pandera. 
At closer quarters the first 
impressions are of a place 
heavily rebuilt in modern 
times. Yet the long history 
and remarkable charm of 
Valdepeñas soon assert 
themselves, particularly 
on reaching the animated 
main square, with its bars, 
social clubs, and grey stone 
church - a soberly impres-
sive structure dating back to 
the town’s foundation in the 
early 16th century.

The hospitable 
and generous 

inhabitants take 
enormous pride in 
their inheritance 

More memorable still, and 
indeed one of Andalucía’s 
finest small museums, is the 
lovingly reconstructed and 
perfectly functioning mill (the 
Molino-Museo), which has Roman and Moor-
ish elements, and reflects the period when 
settlers from Flanders moved into the area 

and established an 
important milling 
industry here. 
The bread from 
Valdepeñas re-
mains celebrated 
to this day, an in-
dicator of what is 
perhaps the town’s 
most striking fea-
ture – the extraor-
dinary way in which 
it has preserved its 
traditions.
Isolated from the 
other main towns 
of the province by 
winding and once 
frighteningly precip-
itous roads, Valde-
peñas is a place 
with a strong and 
distinctive charac-
ter. 
The hospitable and 
generous inhabit-
ants are unusually 
civic-minded and 
take enormous 
pride in what they 
have inherited from 
their ancestors. 
The religious pro-

cessions of Holy Week and the first day of 
the August Feria are unforgettably moving; 
the local history society (Lugia) is one of the 
most active in Andalucía: the gastronomic as-
sociation known as El Dornillo is exemplary in 
its research into the wonderful culinary tradi-
tions of the area; and the difficulties of the 
surrounding roads have encouraged people 
not to go elsewhere in search of nocturnal 
entertainment (the night-life of the town re-
mains famously exuberant, despite the re-
cession). 
Even the sing-song, Valdepeñas accent has 
been maintained over the centuries, and is 
unlike that of any other town in the province.
As for lovers of nature, the surroundings of 
Valdepeñas offer limitless possibilities.
You don’t even have to leave the town to 
embark on one of the area’s great walks – a 
path from the municipal park leads to the 
group of waterfalls and cascades dubbed 
‘Las Chorreras’. 
Slightly further afield is the romantically situ-
ated hermitage of Chircales, with a magnifi-
cent 16th-century devotional image of Christ, 
and a general atmosphere curiously reminis-
cent of Tuscany. 
Elsewhere is the enormous private estate of 
La Beata, whose dynamic owner has turned 
it into an internationally renowned equestri-
an centre, and a paradise for deer and wild 
boars. 
Then there is the breath-taking summit of La 
Pandera, with its panorama extending from 
the snows of the Sierra Nevada to the fertile 
valley of the Guadalquivir.
And, beyond the town’s vast reservoir, through 
a gorge with rock-formations as fantastical 
as those of Cuenca’s Ciudad Encantada, is 
the abandoned power station which gave me 
the title for the book that encapsulated all my 
passion for the Sierra Sur de Jaén, The Fac-
tory of Light.SCENIC: Los Chorreras

HISTORIC: The 16th century church

CUSTOMS: The town keeps close links to its past
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for less than 20,000 euros, while 
a lovely country home can be as 
cheap as 50,000 euros.
This is highlighted by taking a short 
drive to see a few properties around 
Alcala la Real.
One ruin, which sits in a hectare of 
land and is 180metres squared in 
size costs just 17,000 euros, while a 
nearby barn (just over the border in 
Granada) costs just 28,000 euros.
But, as local architect Liam Kelleher 
warns, it is getting much harder to 
get planning permission for such 
rustic properties. 
“You have to be careful with the 
escritura and be very careful with 
plans,” says the architect, who pre-
viously worked for leading London 
firm CZWG. “And it is vital to do 
things 100 per cent correct, particu-
larly if you are foreign.”
To save yourself any potential hassle 
buyers might be advised to buy a vil-

AFFORDABLE: Property in Alcala is among the cheapest in Spain

By Jon Clarke

all,” she says. “We have some 
properties over there from as 
little as 14,000 euros.”

lage or town house instead.
Diane Heston, who runs 
property business Campo 
Construction with her hus-
band Andy in Alcaudete, 

reckons the best deals right 
now are in towns, and in 
particular in Martos.
“Alcaudete is good value, but 
Martos it is the best deal of 

22

THE magic of Alcala lies in the way it embraces the tradi-
tional Spanish way of life.  Set against an idyllic backdrop of 
olive groves, and watched over by the imposing Castillo de 
la Mota, it offers a great setting for a rural life in Spain. 
I particularly love the weekly Tuesday market, which offers 
a great variety of food and clothing, as well as the countless 
butchers and fishmongers offering fresh, authentic, Span-
ish food. All of this is of course alongside the usual variety 
of supermarkets and local shops. 
But Alcala also boasts a wide choice of modern facilities, 
including a brand new hospital, as well as great school and 
a superb leisure centre. 
But undoubtedly the town’s greatest asset are the locals 
and their many festivals. And every village nearby in the Si-
erra Sur has its own festival spread out through the year so 
there is always something going on nearby. 
Another perk is the cost of living. Not only is food and drink 
much cheaper than on the coast, but the price of properties 
and what you get for your money is a big attraction.
Many people buy a property which they not only use for their 
own vacations and short breaks, but also rent out to oth-
ers who want to experience rural Spain. The region is fast 
becoming a desirable area for rural tourism with walkers, 
cyclists and artists regular visitors. 
For me personally, the fact that the roads and country lanes 
are easy to navigate, with very little traffic, makes it a great 
area to drive in.  A full bus service links the surrounding 
villages and the city of Granada, and if you want a taste 
of skiing, the snow-capped Sierra Nevada mountains are 
a short drive.

Undiscovered Spain work with local agent Grupo Inmobili-
ario Une to find the most suitable property for you in the 
Sierra Sur. Check the website www.undiscoveredspain.net 
and contact them at enquiries@undiscoveredspain.net

THEY have been build-
ing homes in the Si-
erra Sur since Jesus 
was in nappies.

And the foundations were 
laid well before 
the Romans wan-
dered into the 
area 2,000 years 
ago.
In fact, it is 
thought that the 
ancient Iberian 
tribes made the 
area one of their 
key settlement 
zones.
As well as vari-
ous dolmen 
burial sites, in 
nearby Almedi-
nilla archaeolo-
gists have traced 
settlements back 
to 100,000 years 
before Christ.
In particular, they 
have discovered 
a well-preserved 
grid layout of an 
ancient Iberian 
village – known 
as an ‘oppida’ - 
which was some 
eight hectares in 
size.
Sitting atop a high hill with unbeatable views, 
the El Cerro de la Cruz site has so far yielded 

numerous earthenware pots, tools and weap-
ons, including an ornate ‘falcata’ sword.
Nearby on the edge of town is one of Spain’s 
best preserved examples of a Roman villa El 

Ruedo.
“It is a very interesting area and 
there is a lot of history here,” 
says builder Patrick Walter, who  
worked for 30 years in the build-
ing trade in Bath, before moving 
to the area.
“The whole place is full of charm-
ing old properties and there are 
plenty of country homes, because 
unlike, say in Cordoba or Sevilla, a 
lot of people owned a bit of land 
here,” he says.
It is clear driving around the hilly 
region, that most of the locals 
have a few hectares of olive trees 
with a small property on them.

It is vital to do 
things 100 per 
cent correct, 

particularly if you 
are a foreigner

“The middle class is fairly wealthy 
and few people have ever starved 
around the area” says Walter.
On top of this, property here is 
among the cheapest in Andalu-
cia, and it could get even cheap-
er.
“The prices have come down a 
lot over the last few years and 
may come down even more,” es-
timates Graham Govier, owner of 
local estate agent Casa Andaluza.
And where else, he contends, can 
you find decent village homes 

The magic of Alcala
Derryl Philpot of Undiscovered 
Spain on the reasons to buy

Building since Neolithic times, today property 
in the Sierra Sur is still standing up well... and 
proving a fabulous bargain too

Stone Age

ANCIENT: The remains of 
a Roman villa El Ruedo 
and (inset) Patrick Walter and 
Liam Kelleher
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goes there and it is breathtakingly beautiful

7 My favourite local dishes include Alcala’s well 
known chicken stew called a Secretario, Choto 

del Alijillo, or garlic kid, and a rice dish with rabbit 
and chorizo called Arroz Caldoso

8 A great drive would take you to Frailes via the 
pretty village of Ribera Alta. From there you 

would carry on climbing up into the Sierra Sur into 
breathtaking scenery, taking a left into La Hoya de 

Charilla, where at the weekend you might have lunch 
at La Quinta de Charilla, before heading back down 
to Alcala

9   A superb walk is the old road from Alcala to 
Frailes which goes through some amazing virgin 

territory

10 The best bit of art in the area has got to be 
the 16th century painting of Christ at the 

sanctuary at Chircales (see right).

VARIETY: 
Procession in 

Valdepenas, 
the sanctuary 

at Chircales 
(above) and 

(right) a local 
Jaen olive oil

 
HOLY Week, or Semana Santa, 
in Alcalá la Real exudes a unique 
sense of aesthetic refinement, far 
removed from the pomp and cer-
emony of many religious proces-
sions. It is characterized by the 
merging of religious devotion and 
popular revelry in processions 
with scenes from the Passion, live 
dioramas and proclamations. 
This tradition can be traced back 
to the fusion of two earlier tradi-
tions: misterios, which formed 
part of the Corpus Christi cel-
ebrations from the 15th century; 
and ingenios, religious and fes-
tive representations associated 
with the city’s different trade 
guilds. 
Urban and human environments 
thus combined to produce a tra-
dition which has deservedly now 
been declared an Andalucian Fes-
tival of National Tourist Interest.

Semana Santa 
in Alcala

8

My 
favourite 
haunts
1 One unmissable place is the town of Valdepe-

nas de Jaen, for its spectacular surroundings,  
its interesting 16th century mill museum and its 
great nightlife. The town has Flemish roots and it is 
steeped in interesting folklore tradition (see page 
21)

2 My favourite Tapas bar has got to be La Cueva, 
in Frailes. It’s in my village, but it really does 

have a great atmosphere and some fabulous tapas 
(see picture left)

3 While the wine in the area is slowly improving, 
between November and April you can try a very 

traditional local type of mosto at La Mira Cielo in Al-
cala

4 A fabulous olive oil is the organic Oro de Genave 
from the north of Jaen, while a great local one is 

called Las Parras, from Frailes

5 My favourite archaeological site has got to be 
the Motta at the top of Alcala hill. While they 

have messed around with it no end it is still fascinat-
ing

6 A fabulous hidden escape has got to be Chircales, 
a sanctuary near Valdepenas. A lovely Romeria 

Michael Jacobs on his 
Top Ten Tips on what not 
to miss in the area

OUT OF THE 
DARK: Factory 
of Light author 
Jacobs with 
friends at his 
favourite bar 
La Cueva

VISTA: La Hoya de Charilla and 
(left) the dish of Choto del Alijillo
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Still milling

I T is impressive enough when it isn’t working.
But when the stoppers are taken out and the waters start 
to run, the Molino Museo in Valdepenas is one of the most 
mindblowing museums in Andalucia.

With almost all its original machinery still intact, the milling 
equipment is a delight to watch when in full flow.
Dating back to the 16th century, incredibly it is still able to 
grind wheat to flour to make bread.
And what wonderful cakes it also makes, as the Santa Ana fac-
tory upstairs shows with its Rosquetas (inset).

“It is almost unique in Spain,” explains Juan Infante, the town’s 
official historian. “It was founded at the same time as the vil-
lage. It is wonderful that it still works so well.”

INDUSTRIOUS: The Molino Museum and its cakes
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WHEN it comes to gastronomy, the Sierra 
Sur trails other more illustrious food capi-
tals of Andalucia. 
Indeed, on much trusted website Trip Ad-
visor not one single restaurant in Alcala la 
Real is mentioned. However, this is not to 
say that the region does not offer good eat-
ing or even great restaurants. It just takes 
a little insider knowledge. So where are the 
hidden gems to be found in the Sierra Sur?
Start by heading up towards Alcaudete, 
where you will find the fabulous Almoca-
den, described by many as ‘the best’ of 
the region. A modern place beside the 
town’s main park, it runs a tight ship and 
is often very busy at lunchtime.
It is soon apparent why, its excellent mix 
of starters, including foie gras and cro-
quettes made from carillada, or bull’s 
cheek. The main courses, including chu-
leton de buey, was delicious and the roast 
suckling pig was tender to a crisp.
Other places worth checking out are in 
Valdepenas, which is the home of the 
excellent dining society, el Dornillo. Here 
you will find Complejo Ortega, sitting next 
to the town’s petrol station, no less.
It is a great space that now doubles up 
as a superb wedding venue. There is a 
huge children’s play park and the restau-
rant serves up a top luncheon most days 
of the week. Over in Frailes meanwhile 
look out for Bar La Cueva, a real spit and 
sawdust place, but with some delicious 

In hunt of good food

fresh tapas. Over in Fuensanta de Martos, 
you will find a couple of great little restau-
rants La Taverna Damian and the Hotel Las 
Banderas, where you will be served up hon-
est food, cold beer and and salt-of-the-earth 
Spanish humour in abundance.  
In Alcalá, the family-run Hospederia Zacatin 
enjoys an excellent reputation, while last, 
but not least, 20 minutes along the main 
road to Guadix you will find the charming 
El Chiringuito las Vegas. Go across a ford, 
through a goat farm and past a couple of 
fields of hay and there it is, this lovely rural 
venta, run by Jose Pepe and Maria. Famed 
around the region, people come from as far 
as Granada to have lunch by the pool and 
unwind.

AWARD WINNING: Manuel Ortega, El Chiringito Las Vegas and (below) Almocaden

WHERE TO EAT

12

IT is surprisingly hard to find good places 
to stay in the Sierra Sur.
As it is not yet well known to the outside 
world, there are not many hotels and sur-
prisingly few casas rurales.
Without a doubt, one of the best spots to lay 
down your head is in the recently opened Alo-
jamiento Rural Ropon just outside Valdepe-
nas de Jaen. This collection of cottages – five 
in total – each come with their own kitchens 
and sit around a communal pool with won-
derful views of the nearby hills.
One of the quietest most remote places to 
stay in Andalucia is in the little hamlet of El 
Reguelo – population: circa 40. Here, you 
will find the charming Casa Rural de Reg-

Top kip

WHERE TO STAY uelo, where owners Rachel and Nick Webb 
will rent you our their delightful three bed-
roomed house.
In Alcala you would certainly want to con-
sider Hotel Zacatin, which is a great value 
place with comfortable rooms.
Right in the heart of Alcala, it is near to all 
the sites and has one of the best places to 
have breakfast.
Just as nice is the charming hotel La Quin-
ta de Charilla, some 10 minutes from Alcala 
but a completely different world.
Sitting in its own valley you get woken 
up by goats and will find some of the best 
walks in Andalucia.
Best of all, it is run by charming Mercedes, 
who comes from Bilbao, but previously 
worked in an auction house in Madrid.

RURAL: Hotel Ropon, Zacatin (right) and El Reguelo (top)
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Welcome to olive country
THE province of Jaen is synonymous 
with olives and the region produces 
half of Andalucia’s best  olive oil.

The Sierra Sur is one of the world’s key area’s for olive oil
It perhaps comes as no surprise then, 
that the Sierra Sur region around Al-
cala la Real has become known as 

Rabbit, cakes and more
THE Sierra Sur de Jaen comprises the municipalities of  Alcalá La Real, 
Alcaudete, Castillo de Locubín, Frailes, Fuensanta, Jamilena, Martos, 
Torredelcampo, Valdepeñas de Jaén and Los Villares.

The region’s numerous legends and traditions are an important part 
of the culture.  Many of the stories have been passed down through 
generations and reference the medieval age.   

The region is also the birthplace of the ‘santeros’, or healers, a peculiar 
group of shepherds who, due to a divine grace, were said to have been 
given the ability to cure diseases.  

The region is also home to the source of the San Juan River, Las Chor-
reras waterfall, as well as the Almuña fountain. 

It is marked by many important fortresses in Alcalá and Martos, as well 
as fort at Castillo de Locubín.

Other natural monuments include Pitillos, the rugged slopes that sur-
round the valley of the Quiebrajano River, and La Martina mountains in 
Frailes, locations perfect for hiking and nature. 

There are also a variety of traditional foods to enjoy including ‘relleno 
de carnival’, cakes known as alfajores and rice with rabbit.

Map of the Sierra Sur de Jaen

  Fact Box

‘The Olive Country’.
Introduced to Spain around 1050 BC, 
the olive tree has played a major role 
in Spanish life, being cultivated for 
olive oil, wood and of course, for the 
consumption of olives themselves.
The Romans turned the production of 
olive oil into an industry, supplying its 
empire with the precious commodity. 
The arrival of the Arabs then saw the 
introduction of new varieties and pro-
duction techniques.
The olive has been widely written 
about throughout history, from the 
Bible to Homer’s Odyssey, while the 
olive leaf was lauded as an emblem 
of benediction and purification. Some 
were even found in Tutankhamen’s 
tomb.
Olive oil has long been considered 
sacred; it was used to anoint kings 
and athletes in ancient Greece. It was 
burnt in the sacred lamps of temples 
as well as being the ‘eternal flame’ of 
the original Olympic Games. Victors 
in these games were crowned with its 
leaves. Today it is still used in many 
religious ceremonies.
While the uses and symbolism of 
the humble olive may have changed 
over the centuries, the one constant 
throughout this time has been its 
presence in the Sierra Sur de Jaen.

NUMBERS OF NOTE
Alcala tourist office: 953 582 077
Alcuadete Town Hall: 953 560 000
Valdepenas Town Hall: 953 310 111
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